
Choices that affect MC's depravity points will be highlited with red color
Choices that affect Katie's points will be highlited with lavander color
Choices that affect Katie's lust will be highlited with purple color
Choices that affect Ellen's points will be highlited with pink color
Choices that affect Ellen's lust points will be highlited with fuchsia color
Choices that affect Victoria's points will be highlited with navy blue color
Choices that affect Victoria's lust points will be highlited with blue color
Choices that affect Shanlon's lust points will be highlited with brown color
Choices that affect Shanlon's breaking points will be highlited with maroon color
Choices that affect Chandra's lust points will be highlited with orange color
Choices that affect Chandra's breaking points will be highlited with light green color
Choices that affect Gloria's points will be highlited with navy blue color
Choices that affect Gloria's lust points will be highlited with blue color
Choices that affect Gloria's breaking points will be highlited with yellow color
Choices that affect Abby's points will be highlited with light red color
Choices that affect Abby's lust points will be highlited with azure color
Actions that unlock a secret will be highlighted with light green background
Comments will be highlited with grey color
Choices with black color and no other indication have no effect on the stats
Not all choices available will be reported in this walkthrough, paths that bring no change 
whatsoever to stats and variable in the scripts, no sexy renders but only different dialogues will be 
omitted.

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Mostly true (Katie Score +1) / Not true / I'll take it (Katie Score +1) 
I don't think you're crazy (Katie Score +1) / It doesn't matter
Chase her / I'll be late
<if you picked 'Chase her'>

Follow her / Decline
(picking 'Follow her' gives you acces to the 1st sex scene of the game and sets a persistent 
variable in the script)

(next scene has a hidden secret warning appearing on the left, you have to look at the top right 
where the screen matrix is located and click the 4th screen from the left on the 2nd row.
Secrets are kept as persistent memories, so you just need to unlock them in one of your 
playthroughs and you'll have em available in all your saves)
(if you chose not to have sex with Chandra, you'll get a Ellen Score +1, otherwise you'll get the 
branching)

Brush her off / Reason with her (Ellen Score +1) / Apologize

No way (skips Ellen scene) / I need to think about it / I could be convinced (Ellen Lust +1)
(you only get the 'I could be convinced' option if your Ellen Score was at least 1, that option brings 
directly to Ellen sex scene)
<if you picked 'I need to think about it'>

More fun that way (Ellen Score +1) / I don't mean to (skips Ellen sex scene)
<if you picked 'More fun that way'>

Maybe you can convince me / I should head out (skips Ellen sex scene)
(picking 'Maybe you can convince me' will only get you to the Ellen sex scene if you 
have at least 2 Ellen Score points)

(if you didn't go the Ellen route, you'll get a futa scene with the MC and the branching)
Gah Fuck (stops the futa scene) / Eh fuck it
<if you picked 'Eh fuck it'>



No that's enough (stops the futa scene) / You only live once

I don't need this from you (MC Dep +1) / I know
Confront her / Sit down
<if you picked 'Confront her'>

Get more angry (MC Dep +1) / Ease up
Who are you / What's with you / Is it true about the cure / Tell me about the girl
<if you picked 'Who are you'>

Press her for more (Victoria Score +1) / Leave it be

<if you picked 'What's with you'>
Force yourself to look back up (Victoria Score +1) / Look lower
<if you picked 'Look lower'>

Yes (Victoria Lust +1) / Break away
(picking 'Yes' also sets the variable 'spellbound' in the script)

Ask for more details / Leave it be
(picking 'Ask for more details' also sets a persistent variable in the script)

(you should leave the option 'Tell me about the girl' for last)

(next scene has a hidden secret warning appearing on the left, you have to look at the center of 
the screen, click the bottle close to the left arm of the doctor
Tell her you are meeting Victoria tonight / Tell he you're discussing payment tonight
<if you picked 'Tell her you are meeting Victoria tonight'>

I'll be careful / It's just drinks
(both 'Tell her you are meeting Victoria tonight and 'I'll be careful' set persistent variables in 
the script)

(you only get the next branching if you have at least 1 point of Katie Score)
Watch for a bit / Leave
(picking 'Watch for a bit' will bring to a  Katie Score -1 if your Katie Score is lower than 2)

(next scene has a hidden secret warning appearing on the left, you have to look at center of the 
screen, click the cocktail.)
Ask for a lot / Ask for a reasonable amount / Screw business (Victoria Lust +1)
(you only get the 'Screw business' option if you either have a MC Dep score of at least 2 or if you 
have set the spellbound variable in the previous scene)
<if you picked 'Ask for a lot'>

Eigth is enough, let's keep this professional (Victoria Score +1) / How could i resist
(picking 'Ask for a reasonable amount' or 'Eigth is enough, let's keep this professional' will skip 
Victoria sex scene)
(if you go through the Victoria sex scene, you'll get the 'Blowjob' option and if your MC Dep score 
is at least 2 you'll then get a 'Use her mouth harder' option, that will bring a Victoria Score -1 and 
a Victoria Lust +1)

<end of version 0.1>

Say nothing (this choice will give a Katie Lust +1 if you have at least 2 Katie Score points) / 
Mention you can see her
End it quick / Show off (Katie Lust +1)
(next scene has a hidden secret warning appearing on the left, you have to look at left of the 
screen, click the screen inside the cell.)
Apologize (Katie Score +1) / Tell her she's fine
Tell her off (Shanlon Lust +1) / Tell her you don't appreciate her tone



Tell her / Refuse (Shanlon Lust +1) (this choice also sets a permanent variable in the script)
(next scene has a hidden secret warning appearing on the left, you have to look at center of the 
screen, click the little photo frame on the drawer)
(this scene will play differently whether the MC had sex with Victoria in version 0.1 or not)
< if you picked 'Screw business' or 'How could i resist' >

Yes / Break from her spell (Victoria Score +1)
Ask her what she wants / Get angry with her (MC Dep +1)
Choose Victoria / Choose someone else (you will only get this branching if you either have 
at least 2 Katie Score points or 1 Ellen Score point, otherwise the MC will pick Victoria as 
his date)

< if you didn't pick 'Screw business' or 'How could i resist' >
Go with her to keep tabs on her / Ask Victoria to go with you (you only get this option if 
you have at least 1 Victoria Score point) / Choose someone else (you will only get this 
option if you either have at least 2 Katie Score points or 1 Ellen Score point)

< if you picked 'Choose someone else' >
Choose Katie / Choose Ellen (you will only get this option if you either have at least 2 Katie 
Score points and 1 Ellen Score point, otherwise a choice between Katie and Ellen will be 
made for you)

< if you chose to attend the party with Victoria >
Not a problem with that / No (Victoria Score +1)
Let's just sit for a moment / Let's get this over with (no reason to pick the latter, by picking 
'Let's just sit for a moment' you'll get all the content of the 2nd option and also set a 
variable in the script)

< if you chose to attend the party with Katie >
Go sit down / Approach Alexis and Shanlon (no reason to pick the latter, by picking 'Go sit 
down' you'll get all the content of the 2nd option and also set a variable in the script)

< if you chose to attend the party with Ellen >
 Go sit down / Go talk with Alexis and Shanlon (no reason to pick the latter, by picking 'Go 
sit down' you'll get all the content of the 2nd option and also set a variable in the script)

Watch your mouth (Shanlon Lust +1) / Say nothing (in the 'party with Victoria' path you will only 
get this branching if you have at least 1 Shanlon Lust point)

(click all the options starting from left door, then center, then right)
(after clicking center door, pick 'Look Around', the next scene has a hidden secret warning 
appearing on the left, you have to look top left of the screen, click the book above the shelf )
< if you chose to attend the party with Ellen >

Ask if she's alright / Leave her be for a minute (Ellen Score +1)

< if you chose to attend the party with Katie >
Make fun of her / Be nice (Katie Score +1)

< if you chose to attend the party with Victoria >
It's not necessary / I'd like that (pick the latter if you want Victoria's sex scene)
Something sexy / Experimental Ellen song / More easy going (pick whatever)

Just tell me the information / You really know what you want (you won't get this branching if you 
have less than 3 Shanlon Lust points, pick the latter if you want Shanlon scene)

< if you picked 'You really know what you want' >
Slap her / This is too much



< if you picked 'Slap her' >
Seriously? There is no going back (Shannon breaking +1) / On second thought

< if you picked 'Seriously? There is no going back' >
Hit her again (Shannon breaking +1) / Don't

(during the sex scene you get the option to choke Shanlon only if MC Dep is at least at 2, 
picking that option gives a Shannon breaking +1)
(you will also get different branching options if you're on the Shannon breaking path, you 
can pick whatever, no stat changing)

<end of version 0.2.2>

(if Ellen Score is at least 2 and the MC had sex with Ellen in chapter 1, you'll get the branching)
Confront her about Ellen / Let it slide (more dialog picking the 1st option)

Hold up / Let her continue
< if you picked 'Hold up' >

Fine, carry on / No, stay out of there (the latter will prevent Sonja from finding the bug)

Never / Yeah, i have / I love them (each of these 3 options sets up a variable in the script, not 
clear at this point if there will be consequences apart from different dialogues)
Play along / Cut the shit
< if you picked 'Play along' >

Touch Venus / Just tell me
< if you picked 'Touch Venus' >

Love to / Sorry i can't (picking 'Love to' will bring to Venus' sex scene)
(if you choose to enter the Venus' sex scene you'll get a hidden secret warning)
(in the render with the big 'Venus 4.0' sign, click mid-screen 'A Vostok Product'.)
(you can choose between 2 sex scenes, one where Venus acts like daddy's princess, 
and one where she acts like a slut, you will have to play both to unlock the scenes 
screen in the menu)

Leave / Investigate further (no real reason to pick the 1st choice, you can explore the place by 
selecting each of the options)

(if you chose to attend the party with Katie in chapter 2 you get the branching)
Let your hands wander / You're a gentleman (picking the 1st option will result in a 

Katie Lust +1 if Katie Lust >= 1 or Katie Score >= 3)
(if you didn't attend the party with Katie but your Katie Score is at least 2, you'll get the branching)

Where is this coming from? (Katie Score +1) / Reach out to her (this option will give a  
Katie Lust +1 if Katie Score >= 3)

(at the start of the office scene you get a hidden secret warning, click the big T symbol up top.)
These things take time / Piss off (MC Dep +1)

(the next scene with Victoria varies depending on your Victoria Score and whether the MC had sex 
with her previously)
(if Victoria Score >= 2 and you rejected Victoria in chapter 1, you get the branching)

You're not my type / I didn't trust you (Victoria Score +1) / That's not how i do business 
(Victoria Score +2)

(if Victoria Score >= 2 and you had sex with Victoria in chapter 1, you get the branching)
You're doing your job / There is more to you / Best to keep your enemies close
< if you picked 'There is more to you' and the MC had sex with Victoria in chapter 2 >

I do / I don't know (Victoria Score +1)
(if Victoria Score < 2 you'll get a scene with Victoria trying to seduce the MC)



Enter the elevator / Ditch her (Chandra score - 1) (Chandra Lust + 2)
< if you picked 'Enter the elevator' >

A lt of things / Nothing we can do here (Chandra Lust + 1)

Fine / What do you want? (picking 'Fine' gets to some sexy renders)
< if you picked 'What do you want?' >

Tell me / Ok, then, bye (MC Dep +1) (picking the latter skips the Chandra's scene)
< if you picked 'Tell me' >

Help her (Chandra score + 2) / Refuse
(if you didn't follow the path bringing to the 'Help her' option, you'll get the branching)

No / Fuck it
<if you picked 'No'>

Follow her / Leave (picking the latter skips the Chandra's scene)
(if you chose to play Chandra's scene)

(when Chandra enters the room you get a hidden secret warning, click the bottom woofer.)
(if you didn't follow the path bringing to the 'Help her' option, you'll get the branching)

Help her out / This is Chandra's problem (MC Dep +1) (picking the latter cuts short 
Chandra's scene)

(if you picked 'Help her out' or you were on the 'Help her' path, you will get Chandra score + 1)
(if Chandra score >= 2, you'l get the branching)

I have to go / I still have time (picking the latter will start the Chandra's sex scene, as the 
first thing there you'll be able to choose how Chandra calls the MC)

(after Chandra's sex scene you'll get the branching)
Only for a minute (Chandra score + 1) / You gotta go

(during the report scene you'll get 4 option to choose from, you'll only be able to pick 2 of them if 
you went through Chandra's sex scene, 3 otherwise. The 'Akatsuki' choice seems like the most 
important one)

<end of version 0.3.1>

Go through the front / Climb to the window / Take the hatch
(all of those 3 options will give similar battle endings, choosing 'Climb to the windows' will give you 
the chance to find one special render, also you will get more content, so no real reason to go with 
the other 2 paths)
< if you picked 'Climb to the window' >

Take it slow
Check bedroom (hidden secret warning, click the blanket on the right of the boxes.)
Check stairs
Flashbang and then shoot him
Play possum
Run upstairs / Run downstairs (pick whatever, no real difference)
Throw the EMP hard at his head / Lob the EMP over his head / Tos the EMP at his feet / 

Throw the EMP right at his chest (the last 2 options will always have the MC lose the 
battle, the 1st options might give the MC a win depending on a random variable, the 
2nd guarantees a success. you can even fail on purpose, no real consequences but 
winning the battle will let you choose how to deal with Henry and set a variable in 
the script that might come to fruition in later versions)

< if you picked ' Lob the EMP over his head' >
Finish him / Try to knock him out (Gloria will prevent you from killing Henry in any 

case but this choice might mean something in the future, i'd guess sparing 
him will influence positively the relationship between the MC and Gloria)



Offer help / Sit down (the 1st option sets a variable in the script, tha latter gives you the chance of 
increasing Henry's friendship points, no way to tell what kind of influence those will have on the 
story right now)

< if you picked 'Sit down' >
She's important to you (Henry_friend +1)

Try to get some sleep / Go check downstairs / Approach Katie while she sleeps (pick option 2 first, 
you will still be able to pick one of the other 2 later on)

< if you picked 'Go check downstairs' >
Ask about the device on his neck / Ask about the limiter (you get one of this 2 options 

depending on your previous choices)
Ask about Gloria
Go to sleep
Go back upstairs / Crack a joke (the latter gives Henry_friend +1)

Approach Katie while she sleeps
Look at photo
Check the datapad
Check the messages / Sit back down (the latter gives a MC Dep -1)
Try to get some sleep
It's a little back pain / Tease Katie (pick the latter only if you have more than 3 Katie Score points, 

otherwise you'll be locked out of the scene anyway)
<if you picked 'Tease Katie' >

Focus on her eyes and lips
He cared for you (Katie Score +1)
Focus on her chest
Explore a bit lower (you will only get the nipple kissing scene if you have at least 4 points 

of Katie Score and 2 points of Katie Lust)

Do what you need to (Henry_friend +1)
Your powers
Your family
Mention her room (Gloria points +1) / Mention Shanlon
The dreams
Ellen
She's a demon in the sack / She hates your dad (Gloria points +1) / She told me about the first 

time you met (Gloria points +1)
Watch Venus ad
Be understanding (Katie Score +1) / Be blunt (Katie Lust +1)
(at the start of the Ellen's scene you get a hidden secret warning, click the bhighest section of the 
amplifiers.)
Go ahead (Gloria points +1) / Leave it be
Want a game (Henry_friend +1) / Probably should leave it alone
< if you picked 'Want a game' >

Yes he is / Not anymore (pick whatever)

She just needs space / You're right (Ellen Score +1)
< if you picked 'You're right' >

Ask her if she means Victoria
What does she like
Does she have any friends
Know anything of her past
Move on



Be forceful (Henry_friend -1) / Reason with him / Call his bluff (Henry_friend +1)
Break in / Sneak from outside / Knock (3rd option only available if you have set the 'spellbound' 

variable in v0.1)
(picking 'Sneak from aside' let you discover a secret render)
< if you picked 'Sneak from outside' >

(when you get to the scene with Victoria lookng at the TV you get a hidden secret warning, 
click the orb  a bit to the left of her ass.)

Pull away / Embrace her (you only get this choice if you have at least 4 Victoria Score)
< if you picked 'Pull away' >

I did / I didn't (you only get this choice if you rejected Victoria in v0.3, picking the 
latter option undoes that choice and adds Victoria Score +1 and Victoria Lust +1) 

< if you picked 'Embrace her' >

< if you picked 'Knock' > (go this route only if you have at least 2 points of MC Dep) 
You're right / Quiet (pick the latter to stay on the spellbound path)
< if you picked 'Quiet' >

Stop this / Say nothing (the 1st ends the scene and makes you miss Victoria's hot 
body)
< if you picked 'Say nothing' >

No (ends the scene) / Yes (ends the scene while setting a variable in the 
script that will come in fruition in v0.5) / Show me you mean it (this option 
only available if you have at least 2 points of MC Dep, it also sets the 
variable like the previous one, pick this for the sex scene) 

<end of version 0.4.2>

Play it
Visit Meredith's home (this plays in two different ways depending on the choice you made in v0.3.1 

at the branching 'Help her' / 'Refuse': good path if you chose 'Help her', bad otherwise)
< if you are on Chandra's bad path >

Do nothing / Rap on the window (first option will have Chandra doing drugs
< if you picked 'Do nothing' >

Watch / Back to the car (pick the first since the latter will just end the scene)
< if you picked 'Rap on the window' >

Yes / No
 < if you picked 'No' >

Yes / I said no / No (picking 'I said no' sets up a variable that most 
likely will have Chandra going heavy on the drug path, no way to tell 
if it'll have the same consequencs as picking 'Watch' at the previous 
branching)

< if you are on Chandra's good path >
(slightly different outcomes depending on the choice you made in v0.3.1 at the 
branching 'Help her out' / 'This is Chandra's problem')
< if you picked 'Help her out' >

Truth (Abby Score +1) / Lie (Abby Lust +1)
< if you picked 'This is Chandra's problem' >

Truth / Lie
< if you picked 'Lie' >

Of Course (Abby Score +1) / Everybody gets one
(when you get to the scene where Chandra goes back inside, you get a hidden 

secret warning, click the second small window from the left right under the tv screen)
(again, the next scene plays differently depending on the choice you made in v0.3.1 
at the branching 'Help her out' / 'This is Chandra's problem')
< if you picked 'Help her out' >



(here you will get different menu options depending on how you had the MC 
interacting with Chandra in v0.1 and v0.3.1: if you had the MC fucking 
Chandra in v0.1 but not in v0.3.1 or the other way around, the menu option 
will be 'I can't right now'; if the MC never fucked Chandra in your 
playthrough you'll also get the option 'Not going to happen ever', that rejects 
Chandra once and for all; if you had the MC fuck Chandra both times you get 
the option 'Fuck it', only way to reach Chandra's sex scene in this version)
< if you picked 'Fuck it' >

(you get to choose how Chandra will call the MC during sex if you 
haven't already, then you get to enjoy the sex scene)
Offer a ride (Abby Score +1) / Say nothing (the latter will just end 

the scene and bring back to the location menu that started the version)
< if you picked 'This is Chandra's problem' >

(if your Chandra score is less than 2 and your Abby Score is less than 1, you 
will be sent back to the location menu, otherwise you'll get)

Offer a ride (Abby Score +1) / Say nothing (the latter will just end  
the scene and bring back to the location menu that started the version)

Meet Kay
(different scenes depending on your choice on futa content)
Brush her off / Tell her (not sure how much impact this choice will have in the future, actually it'll 
have no impact at all unless the dev fixes the variable naming bug that is present in the version 
i'm playing, where he first names this 'ch5tellkay' and then looks for 'ch5kaytell'...)
Yes / No (pick the first to admire Sonja)
Check on doc
Ignore it / Answer it (this will play differently depending on the previous interactions with Shanlon: 
if you are on the Shanlon 'normal' path then just pick 'Answer it')
< if you picked 'Ignore it' >

(this will skip the scene if you are not on the Shanlon breaking path)
< if you are on Shanlon breaking path >

Answer / Ignore
< if you pick 'Ignore' >

Answer (Shanlon Lust +1) / Ignore and block (the latter will end Shanlon's 
content)

< if you picked 'Answer it' at any point and you are on Shanlon breaking path >
Oh yeah / You are worthless (Shanlon Lust +1)
(you 'll get a better scene here if Shanlon Lust is at least 4)

(when you get to the scene where the MC enters Katie's hideout, you get a hidden secret warning, 
click the big pillow on the sofa up-right)
(here you will need at least 3 Katie Score points to continue the scene, otherwise it'll be cut short 
to the location menu)
< if you have enough Katie points >

Banchan / Medical supplies (can't tell how much this choice is important)
< if you have at least 4 Katie Score points >

Hug her (Katie Score +1) / Kiss her (Katie Lust +1)

Back to Ellen's
(you will get a Ellen Score -1 if you didn't pick 'No' in the 'No' / 'Yes' / 'Show me you mean it' 
branching option at the end of v0.4.2)
(to access Ellen's scenes in this version you need Ellen Score to be at least 1 and to have picked 
'No' at the branching point at the end of the previous version, otherwise you'll be sent to the 
dream scene)
< if you are playing Ellen scene >

Fuck it, pass it over (MC Dep +1) / No thanks



(to continue Ellen's scenes in this version you need Ellen Score to be at least 2)
< if your Ellen Score is at least 2 >

Continue / Tell her to stop
< if you picked 'Tell her to stop' >

I have met someone / You're drunk (Ellen Score +1) / Just tired (pick the 
first option if you don't want to be on Ellen's path and you had the MC have 
sexy scenes with either Katie or Victoria, the second if you don't want the 
sex scene now but you still want to increase Ellen's score)

< if you picked 'Continue' >
(to reach all the possible sex scenes pick 'Kiss her' while in the cowgirl 
position)

I wouldn't miss this (ch5dream +1) / What are you talking about
Of course (ch5dream +1) / How are we here
(when you get to the scene where the MC turns around after Gloria asks him to, you get a hidden 
secret warning, click the flower on the left)
Stare at the poster (Gloria score +1) / Stare at donut / Turn around (Gloria lust +1)
This isn't real (this option will force the bad ending of the dream scene) / You're beautiful (Gloria 
score +1) / Kiss her (Gloria lust +1)
< if you didn't pick 'This isn't real' >

Keep going / This isn't right (Gloria score +1) (you will only get the good ending of the 
dream if you pick 'This isn't right' and your Gloria score is at least 2)

No Idea (Gloria score +1) / Comfort her
< if you picked 'Comfort her' >

Grab her waist / Explore a little (if you pick the latter, Gloria will be either mad or just a 
little mad at the MC depending on Gloria score being at least 3 and your choice on 
Victoria's proposal at the end of v0.3.1, getting Gloria mad will result in a Gloria score -1 
and a Gloria lust -1)

< if Gloria isn't mad at the MC >
It's for rich / Hipsters love brunch (Gloria score +1) (Gloria lust +1) / It's way too fancy
No talking / Say nothing

< if your Henry score is at least 2 and the MC visited Victoria in the previous version >
Tell him of Victoria (Henry score +1) / Nothing

< otherwise you will get the branching >
That won't work (Henry score +1) / Maybe you're right / I didn't find anything anyway (the 
latter only available if you accepted Victoria's proposal at the end of the previous version)

Leave her (might close future Sonja's content) / Put her on the bed

<end of version 0.5.0>


